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ABSTRACT
Numerical evaluation of RC members would be more accurate if the overall
behavior of the member could be investigated in the presence of activated post-crack
localized mechanisms. Transfer of bond stress, distribution of strain and stress along
embedded steel bar and stress transfer at the crack surface, are from the localized
nonlinear mechanisms induced by crack initiation and affected by crack propagation.
Therefore, the more updated information is available about the stress state at a
member, the more precise numerical evaluation is made. In this regard, "combined
local-average stress field concept" is introduced to detect the nonlinear behavior of RC
members and any individual or correlated post-crack localized mechanisms in a stepby-step algorithm. The concept is mainly based on the fundamental definitions of
smeared crack and is enriched by post-processing to accurately estimate the local
characteristics in a cracked RC domain. The whole concept is also provided as a finite
element FORTRAN-based program, named: ESMARC.
Briefly introducing the concept, behavior of RC beams with almost flexural
response is evaluated in this paper. Occurrence of primary and secondary cracks,
gradual changes in strain distribution along the steel bar and localized features affected
by reinforcing geometry are discussed through a set of numerical analyses. According
to the results, the concept is accurate enough to predict the overall nonlinear behavior
of flexural members and to capture the intensity of the propagated cracks.
1. INTRODUCTION
Numerical evaluation of RC members with an acceptable accuracy and precise
estimation of ultimate failure was always of interest. The first well-known effort for this
aim is related to the world-wide competition held by the University of Toronto, where
several numerical models were introduced to evaluate RC shear panels (Vecchio et al.
1985). As the outcome of this competition, the inherent nonlinear behavior of concrete
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and steel bars and the nonlinearity induced by their interaction in a cracked member
can be investigated by reliable concept and simple formulation of “smeared crack”
method (Vecchio 1989, Meakawa 1991). The method is mainly defied on the basis of
average response of a cracked RC element and is formulated by combination of two
main components: 1) the cracked concrete, which is in adjacent with the steel bar and 2)
the steel bar which is surrounded by concrete. The two components are averaged
through a cracked zone and their characteristics, e.g. tension stiffening behavior, yield
state, shear strength, etc. are also adopted in the zone. Cracked zone is formed by the
initiation of the first crack and extended by the growth and propagation of the cracks.
So, it is obvious that the dimension and extent of the cracked zone are changed
through the loading procedure. However, available smeared crack approaches follow a
reliable progress in which the cracked zone is determined at the first step of numerical
evaluation and set constant through the loading process (Vecchio 1990, Maekawa
2003). On the other side, RC members under bending will experience different types of
the cracks. Response of such members to the applied loads is commonly started with
distinct flexural cracks which are initiated from the outer tensile face of the member,
mostly the bottom cover. These cracks are known as primary ones and their formation
is probable up to specific crack spacing. So, more decrease in the crack spacing is
followed by change in the type of flexural cracks. The now-on cracks are started from
the steel bar perimeter and penetrate toward the surrounding concrete area. These are
the secondary cracks which are not strong enough to reach the cover face; however,
they can locally weaken the RC member (Broms 1965a-d).
The facts of step-by-step updating of the cracked zone extent and changing the
types of the flexural cracks are not considered in current smeared crack approaches.
So that, the overall response of RC members under bending can be estimated by
average load-displacement curves regardless of the local failures and localized
behavior of the member cannot be interpreted. Evaluation of RC members with the
simultaneous consideration of local and average features has been investigated by
Jahanmohammadi et al. (2016a-b). This was performed by the aid of the “combined
local-average stress field concept” which is introduced in a nonlinear finite element
program (ESMARC: Enhanced Smeared Crack Analysis of Reinforced Concrete
Members). The concept has been already applied for the shear critical members
(Jahanmohammadi 2016c) with an accurate estimation of the strength and exact
prediction of local failure. In this paper, the concept is improved for the flexural
members by consideration of the missed facts and evaluated for specific tested
specimens.
2. LOCALIZED NONLINEARITY IN BENDING
The flexural cracking progress is started with the initiation of primary cracks which
are formed by detachment of concrete constituents at the outer tensile face of the RC
member (cover). Regarding the researches conducted by Broms et al. (1965a-d),
occurrence of these cracks is probable until their spacing is about twice of the effective
cover (Ceq). Broms also shows that the depth of primary cracks will be at least equal to
2Ceq. This means that the zone affected by the presence of the cracks in a RC member
acts like a chord with the height of 2Ceq which includes the bond-transfer mechanism

and can be entitled by bond-influence zone. However, the remained part of a member
experiences no influences of the bond transfer mechanism and can be considered as
plain concrete zone (Fig. 1a). Behavior of the bond-influence zone is adopted as the
concept of “tension chord” for introducing the local flexural features into the combined
local-average stress field concept. By definition of a tension chord with the height of
2Ceq, effective reinforcing ratio (eff) for formation of primary cracks in a member with
the width of B is determined by As/(B×2Ceq).
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Fig. 1 Modeling of the ultimate cracking effects
After stabilization of the primary cracks at the maximum crack spacing of 2Ceq,
secondary cracks are developed from the face of the steel bars toward the concrete
content. As these cracks cannot reach to the cover face, the depth of them will be less
than 2Ceq (Fig. 1b). This means that the height of the bond-influence zone is decreased,
so, height of the tension chord is also decreased and participation of steel bars is
increased. Introducing this localized effect into the combined local-average stress field
concept, the reinforcing ratio is modified by new value for eff. The modified reinforcing
ratio is set to eff.m=eff×(2Ceq / Lcr.s) for the updated tension chord which contains
secondary crack with the crack spacing of Lcr.s.

3. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Regarding the main concept of combined local-average stress field approach
(Jahanmohammadi 2016a-c), specific steps for introducing the localized nonlinearity of
flexural behavior can be summarized as below:
3.1 Geometry Definition
Dimensions of the RC member in addition to the quantitative values related to the
arrangement of steel bars (i.e. number and diameter of the bars, free horizontal and
vertical distances between them, and applied concrete cover) are introduced at the
beginning of the analysis.
3.2 Detection of the cracked-zone
At the beginning of each load step, the whole RC domain of the member is detected for
the presence of a crack. In the finite element basis of ESMARC, this is performed by
the aid of “Cracked-Zone Detection Algorithm” which tries to find cracked integration
points (Jahanmohammadi,2016c). According to the reported cracked points, reference
length and height values are introduced for the numerical evaluation of local features.
3.3 Types of the crack
Using the reference length, value for the crack spacing can be estimated based on the
stabilized strain state of the member; however, the reference height will be equal to the
height of tension chord. Comparing the crack spacing and depth, types of the occurred
cracks are determined. If the crack spacing is larger than the crack depth, existing
cracks are from the primary ones; however, if the distance between the cracks is
smaller than their depth, secondary cracks have been developed. In the latter case,
presence of steel bars in the zone which is affected by the secondary crack must be
modified by replacing the effective reinforcing ratio (eff) with the modified one (eff.m)
(section2).
3.4 Updating the participation of components
By determination of the crack spacing and depth, dimension of the RC domain -limited
between two cracks- is known, so that the embedded length of the steel bar can be
reported. With the aid of “Slip-Strain” relation proposed in combined local-average
stress field approach (Jahanmohammadi,2016b) and using modified values for
reinforcing ratio (section 2), average characteristics of steel bars and concrete are
updated. Mentioned characteristics are average yield stress for steel bars and tension
stiffening for concrete which are determined based on the local and local-average
stress equilibrium states (Jahanmohammadi,2016a).
3.5 Numerical Analysis
Knowing the average characteristics of concrete and steel bars at a specific load step,
common smeared crack approaches can be used for numerical evaluation of the RC
member in that step. It is emphatically notified that computations of average
characteristics are performed by consideration of local features -corresponding to each
load step- that are indirectly imposed into the properties of cracked zone. Therefore,
localized nonlinearity of each step can be regarded in the overall average response.
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Fig. 2 Estimating the contribution of steel bars and concrete
4. VERIFICATION
To investigate the abilities of the proposed local-average stress field approach in
consideration of localized nonlinearity of flexural members, two sets of verification have
been made. In the first, changing the height of tension chord is evaluated in RC
members with the length of 200 mm and reinforcing ratio of 0.01 under pure tension.
Regarding the results, the strength of specimens at yield state would be similar (Fig.
3c); however, the overall post-yield behavior of them is quite different and this is visible
in the average behavior of concrete and steel bars (Fig. 3a-c). In the second, response
of flexural beams of Nejadi et al. (2005) is evaluated through a numerical approach and
accurate estimation of strength and ductility is achieved (Fig. 4).
Table 1 Specifications of RC beams
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Fig. 3 RC Elements
under tension (effect of tension chord height)
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Fig. 4 RC flexural beams: experimental
and analytical results

5. CONCLUSION
Investigating the effects of local features in average estimation of the behavior of
RC members, combined local-average stress field concept has been developed by the
authors. This concept is based on the common formulation of smeared crack and is
enriched with a post-process procedure to consider the effects of local features.
Localized nonlinearity in RC members under bending can be interpreted by the change
in formation of the cracks. Stabilizing the primary cracks which mainly initiate from the
cover of the member, secondary cracks will appear in adjacent with the reinforcing bars.
In such cases, spacing and depth of primary cracks may be eliminated to the specific
value of twice the cover. So, the presence of steel bars in a member with primary
cracks can be considered in a tension chord with the height of 2Ceq. However, by the
initiation of secondary crack, height of the chord is reduced and consequently,

participation of reinforcing bars are increased. By modifying this participation, flexural
localized effects can be considered in the combined local-average stress field concept.
According to the numerical results, this concept is quite reliable in estimating the overall
average behavior of a member and individual behavior of concrete and steel bar.
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